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Abstract

In recent years, there has been a significant interest in
edge computing for it has the potential to greatly reduce
delay and backhaul traffic load of mobile applications by
moving cloud services to the edge. Edge computing is a
promising solution related to IoT or AR/VR applications,
but there is a conflict for high requirement in VM migra-
tion for service handoff and low bandwidth available ow-
ing to a wide area network (WAN) connection[2, 3]. For
example, the disk state of the VM may also need to be
migrated in addition to memory state when shared stor-
age is not available across edge cloud sites. This require-
ment calls for new approaches for VM migration which
could be adapted to the edge clouds.

Now, we are building a edge cloud platform which
enables fast VM migration, designed for supporting
cloudlet-based applications. The basic solution is to
combine the technology of VM image slicing with
caching. First of all, we divide the image file into sev-
eral data chunks. In each edge servers, we cache the
most popular set of chunks. Ideally, if there is a migra-
tion request, the chunks only contain user data would be
transmitted to the remote edge server. Finally, the recon-
structed image file would take over the jobs for serving
the users.

Our design contains three major components for fast
VM migration in service handoff between edge servers:
the image data chunks manager for disk slicing, the cache
coordinator for disk chunks allocation and the VM mi-
gration engine for fast data chunks transmission.

Image data chunks manager is built with the design
of Liquid[1]. VM images are split into fixed size data
blocks. Each data block is identified by its unique fin-
gerprint, which is calculated during the slicing process.
A specific VM image is represented by a sequence of
fingerprints which refer to the data blocks inside the VM
image. A cache coordinator is placed centrally (e.g., data
center) to calculate the reference counting extensively to
track usage of each data chunks in the edge servers. The
disk data chunks distribution could be managed with dif-
ferent caching policies in various requirement. It could
also remove the unused garbage data chunks when the
edge server is running out of space to increase the uti-
lization of the storage.

VM Disk state migration usually occupies the largest

component of the entire migration time, leading to low
efficiency in service handoff for edge cloud applications.
The disk migration over slow WAN links can be opti-
mized by VM disk slicing and caching with following
advantages: First, data deduplication techniques can be
easily applied to reduce the total size of data need to be
transmitted. The VM migration engine would be respon-
sible for calculating the minimum data needed from the
source. Second, in avoid of reducing the resending ratio
of the modified disk data chunks, the chunks remain un-
changed during the migration would be send in advance.
Namely, data chunks may be sent based on their dirty
rate, with higher frequency blocks not being sent until
the end. Third, by distributing different VM data chunks
into several edge servers, there would be a number of
potential edge servers caching the data chunks required.
Therefor, a multiple sources VM disk transmission could
be established to further increase the bandwidth available
for the migration over multiple transmission paths.

We use following steps to live migrate each VM fol-
lowing the design. Step 1) Calculate the data chunks
required of the destination and find the potential data
chunks sources. Step 2) Establish the connections be-
tween the destination host with data chunks sources, and
transfer the disk state needed. Step 3) Transfer the mem-
ory state of the VM to the destination edge servers as
it continues running, and the steps remained would be
the same with the previous design. The whole process
should not disrupt any other active network connections
between the clients and the servers involved. We plan
to evaluate resource (e.g., bandwidth, storage) utilization
and migration time reduction of the design. To evalu-
ate performance, we will emulate the edge cloud envi-
ronment using commodity x86 servers, for example, by
limiting the bandwidth of the network.
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